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THE YEAR'S ACQUISITIONS
At this time last year we devoted a complete number of the Calendar to the
acquisitions of 1955—56. This year, when the number of items is considerably
less, it is scarcely necessary to do so, particularly when many of the objects are
of minor importance as study rather than exhibition material, and when some
of the more important pieces are not likely to be displayed for some time.
Among the latter is the important group of objects from Methley Hall,
particularly the elaborate seventeenth century Minstrel's Gallery, which was
an outstanding feature of that house. Because of the danger of demolition this,
and other features were removed to Temple Newsam, and the Gallery was
given by Lord Mexborough. No suitable place has so far been found for its
re-erection, and if, as seems a possibility, it is eventually introduced into the
Great Hall, it will involve a major structural alteration. However, the matter
of immediate importance is that this historic structure has been saved from
possible destruction and is preserved.
The seven eighteenth century coade-stone garden ornaments, also from
Methley, will eventually be placed in the Park, most of'hem in the immediate
vicinity of the house.
A magnificent eighteenth century white marble chimney-piece and two
elegantly carved door casings from the music room at Methley have already
been fitted into the Prince's room, which, as a result, will now become one of
the most important rooms in the house.
The growing collection of English silverware at Temple Newsam has been
greatly enriched during the year by the gift from Mrs. Penrose May of the
early nineteenth century silver gilt tankard and of the Thirkelby flagon of 1646
given by the National Arts Collection Fund. With these are also shown
additional items of silverware from the collection of Dr. Kay Sharp which are
on long-term loan.

Pale 3

g
THE WANDERERS (19'33)

Gouache:

19i" x 24I"

CECIL COLLINS

No gift has been more welcome during the year than the large Ispahan
carpet from Mrs. Garnett, who also gave other items which were formerly in
the collection of Mrs. F. Clayton of Roundhay. Nothing is more essential to
enhance the appearance of the rooms and contents at Temple Newsam than
carpets and curtains.
Outstanding amongst the few purchases made during the year are the
bronze figure La Grande Danseuse by Rodin, towards which a grant-in-aid
was made by the Victoria and Albert Museum, and the watercolour by
M. W. Turner, 3 Lonely Dell, Wharfedale. The latter is not only a very fine
work in itself but fills one of the most serious gaps in the watercolour collection.
For of all the great artists in this medium Turner has been the least well
represented at Leeds.

J.
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Figure and Animal Painters
The water-colourists
of figure and animal

selected for exhibition this quarter are a mixed group
painters, eccentrics because the dominant tradition
in this medium, so well adapted to the evocation of atmospheric effect, has
been that of landscape. A substantial sub-class within this group has already
been catalogued in the number of the Calendar devoted to humorous and
satiric draughtsmen and that included the most appealing artists in the genre.
However those who are here treated are extremely interesting in their own
right. The large number of artists has made it impossible to give any very
complete biographic details. A short note will be found on each in the catalogue section devoted to his work.
Sir James Thornhill was not, of course, primarily a draughtsman but was
the greatest of the native decorative painters in the grand Baroque manner
at a time when the leading artists of that type in England were all foreigners,
himself only excepted. His best known and most ambitious works are the
ceiling decorations at St. Pauls and Greenwich. His drawings, like the one in
this collection, are mostly sketches for the kind of composition he would
execute on a large scale but a number of landscapes in watercolour exist, for
example in the British Museum. The style of the figure drawings is as
italianate as that of his oiIs and in their lightness and, symptomatically,
in
the sharpness of the noses there is a trace of the rococo just then beginning
to flower in the works of his rival Sebastiano Ricci. Thornhill had, in fact,
travelled in Italy and was one of the more successful of those who attempted
to naturalise Italian subject painting, always, perhaps even now, a common
ambition among English artists. Although he was among the originators of
the movement to create an Academy in England, the Great Queen Street and
James Street Academies in which he participated, like their successor the
Royal Academy, were necessarily dominated by portrait painters who could
not often indulge in history painting and who rarely made drawings. The
history of drawing and watercolour is, therefore not at all ancillary to the
history of oil painting in England as it is, for example, in Italy or Holland,
but is separate and parallel. I am thinking here of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In the nineteenth with the popularity of subject pictures and
landscape, the art of drawing was again practised by many of the most
conspicuous oil painters as a preparatory exercise.
George Romney was one of the very few portrait painters of the English
eighteenth century who made a considerable number of drawings. These are
often drawings for compositions that never got painted and are not so much
working designs or studies as a kind of realised day dream of the heroic manner
Page 5

JOB'S SACRIFICE, No. 3

WILLIAM BLAKE

in which Romney would have liked to paint had the market made it possible.
To many people the vigour of the brush stroke, almost always in brown ink,
seems to give them a quality which is missing in the paintings where there
is often nothing to sustain the long curves except an ingenious trick of representing white materials, and where the greater detail permits a fashionable
sentimentality
now long outmoded. These long smooth curves, which were
realised by Romney as well as Reynolds rather through the medium of costume
than in the actual composition of the figures which had remained resolutely
Baroque, were a mark of the Neo-classic movement inspired by the new
enthusiasm
for the Greeks. It was not until the next generation, whose
greatest representative in England was the sculptor Flaxman, that the hard
purity of line made its mark here. The drawing by Flaxman is not at all
typical in this respect for it is only a rough sketch a,nd Flaxman, who practised drawing for its own sake, in his finished works pushes purity of line to
a degree at which it almost becomes as abstract as the productions of this
century which annoy so many people. The present drawing does however
remind us that Blake and Flaxman are sometimes very alike. It might almost
be a sketch for the margin of one of the pages of Songs of Innocence.
Blake has been the subject of far more speculation and scholarship than
any other English artist, perhaps because he was also a poet. It is therefore
almost impossible either to say anything original or to summarise what is
known in a few words. However I would like to say something about Blake's
imagination. He was at once one of the most imaginative of artists and one
of the most limited. For him the products of the imagination were utterly
objective and were not to be communicated
by suggestive uncertainty or
left to the imagination of the beholder. He tried therefore to give the utmost
reality to his visions and that meant for him the greatest possible precision.
This point needs to be emphasised because the opposite view was very
common. Just because the clarity of Blake's vision demanded
an equal
clarity of image, the image had to be highly conventionalised as an engineers
drawing is conventionalised
for the sake of precision. He found his convention in the strong outline technique of engraving which he had himself
practised and a ready made set of forms in the engravings after the antique
after the Italians of the Renaissance in mediaeval tombs and in the works of
his Neo-classical contemporaries, Fuseli, Barry and others. And, since he was
so careful to render his visions accurately, it must be assumed that his imagination itself fed on these sources. Our drawing shows for example Job in
the characteristic pose of the crucified Christ, and the Cromlech, symbol for
Blake of the pre-rational religion of the Golden Age, and other devices all
executed in a rather elementary watercolour technique, and yet the result is
neither obscure, literary or derivative, for all this was a living language for
Blake and therefore creates and makes explicit its own symbolism on the basis
of the old one.

Pase 7

FIELD OVEN AND FIGURES, No. 4

GEOR('E CHLNNERY
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Richard Westall is the sole representative in this group of the flourishing
school of illustrators including Stodhardt, Mortimer and Fuseli who were
classical in their dependance on Greek prototypes and who at the same time
brought in the powerful emotions and melodramatic themes of Romanticism.
This is quite clear in No. 32 which also has the hot tones that seem so often to
accompany strong feelings at this period. Westall was credited by Redgrave
with having been the first to apply to figure painting in watercolour the
strong local colours that Turner applied to Landscape. This meant, in eflect,
that he used much red, yellow and brown in imitation of the varnished appearance of old oil paintings.
A different trend in figure drawing is represented by Wheatley and Uwins.
This is the tradition of sentimental genre whose emotional source was not
Antiquity but Rousseau, Richardson, Thompson and the nature poets, and
whose pictorial source was often Greuze. Wheatley, whose earlier work co-incides with that of Rowlandson, deteriorated in later life. He is most famous
for his engraved Cries of London but it is these earlier drawings and his charming
landscapes which seem the most attractive now. Numbers 33 and 34 are
good examples of his early and his late work. It is strange that accompanying
the change over from cool to warm colours, universal at this time, there is a
marked lapse in drawing, particularly of the waists and shoulders. Lawrence
was affected the same way and I think it must be connected with the prevailing fashions which completely masked those parts of the anatomy or
replaced them with artefacts of costume.
Joshua Cristall seems to have been a watercolourist only because he could
not afford the cost and time required for training in oils. He found his Greeks
and Romans in the English rustics just as Delacroix found his in the Bedouin.
At his best, for example in the drawing illustrated by Mr. Williams, plate 347,
he reminds us most forcibly of Mr. Augustus John. He suffers like Chinnery,
Hills and other artists of this period, both in this group and out including
even Turner and Constable, from the fact that his finished work lacks some
of the brilliance of his sketches and more casual productions. This is not
after all so surprising at a time when artists were trying to get away from the
highly conceptualised
traditional art towards one that was at once more
consciously emotional and more deliberately based in nature or, rather,
"Nature" for she was very strongly personalized.
Uwins was a more prosaic artist than Cristall and far more than Westall
but like them he was at his best when most immediately objective. For this
reason he is better represented in this collection than either of those artists.
George Chinnery was rather different from the rest of this group in that
he did not specialise really in any one kind of subject, but drew whatever
interested him. This simple attitude does seem remarkably commonplace but
it was in fact rather rare. Art is highly conventionalised activity and still
retains much of the mythopoeic faculty of pre-scientific thought which does
Page 9
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not permit even the limited objectivity that men have achieved in other modes
of communication. Nothing is rarer, therefore, than the artist who can focus
his eye on whatever may be interesting and draw it with stylistic impartiality
and emotional catholicity. Rembrandt, for example, could do this and later
in the nineteenth century it became relatively common but the enormous
various types of picture:
changes of style that accompany Gainsborough's
portraits, landscapes and genre, or the specialisation of Claude in Roman
landscape or of Greuze in sensibility are more typical. It is no accident that
the conception of the artist as a reporter of nature should grow up in the
same period that saw the development of the camera but, of course, the
ambition was to be found in artists like Chinnery or Constable long before it
was realised by the camera. Indeed for a long time the photographer imitated
the painter and even now a glance at any amateur photographic show will
reveal that more than half of the prints are a feeble attempt to imitate a kind
Page to

of painting that is itself long since dead. Chinnery himself, in his finished
watercolours, stayed well within the idiom of the early nineteenth century.
It was in drawings and when he went to India and China that his eye, no
doubt freed by the change of scene, began to see more impartially, although
there remains something very English about his cattle in No. 8.
Charles Collins stands even farther apart from the main stream of artists
in this group and, in fact, belongs to a quite different tradition
that of the
scientific illustrators. This was the period in which Biology was in its descriptive stage, and when, therefore, it was thinking in a way not too far different
from that of the visual artist of the time. This state of affairs has occurred in
different phases of the various sciences and arts at different times since the
late Middle Ages and has generally proved fruitful. Consider the Anatomy
of Leonardo or Stubbs, the Optics of the Impressionists and even the Psychology
of the Surrealists. The point, however, must not be pressed too far and particularly the aesthetic quality must not be too closely identified with its scientific analogy. On the other hand it should not be entirely ignored. In the case
of Collins the classifier's attention to detail and complete absence of a conventional sense of beauty has produced an extraordinarily heightened image,
perhaps like that experienced by a mescalin taker. The vulture and the pigeon
have become jewels and demand the same intense scrutiny. It is almost as if
with an excess of science they have become Art.
The drawing by Sawrey Gilpin is, on the contrary, Art from beginning to
end. Although beautifully drawn in a. manner whose sensitivity seems to presuppose a close study of nature it is really little more than a composite study
in ferocity. To a wild landscape has been added a lion skin animated with a
(human) text book expression of fury, which, in the circumstances, is slightly
comic. Such text books of expression, like that of Le Brun, were common at
the time and the human face, especially the eyes, of the lion illustrate the
fact. This must not be thought of as a drawback but simply as the normal
means of creation. An artist does not simply represent what he sees, but creates
according to certain conventions that he both receives and invents, among them
was one of expressions of the passions.
With Hills we return to something like the scientific interest that must
have driven Collins to his extraordinary studies but now, following science, it
is not the individual's
appearance that is being studied but the habits and
action of the species and this seems to have called out a much more relaxed,
because less static, image from the nineteenth century artist. There is also
much more art, signalled by the fact that Hills has devoted himself almost
entirely to the most picturesque animals: deer, cattle, sheep, asses and so on.
He has, moreover, used the picturesque idiom of unevenness, roughness and
variety, which has influenced his sense of form, making all the animals seem
rather nobbly and insubstantial. Eventually they become definitely woolly.
Finally a pair of painters, Seymour and Alken, represent an important
Page
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branch of art at an interval of a hundred years. Seymour was primarily an oil
painter but his works in that medium are much less pleasing than his rapid
drawings primarily, I imagine, because of thc difIiculty of preserving the sense
of movement so important in hunting scenes in a highly finished painting.
The same is much less true of Alken because the convention of representing
horses in motion had become so well established that, within the limits soon
to be destroyed by Muybridge with his photographs of the galloping horse,
the sense of action could be easily maintained with any degree of finish and in
any situation the painter might invent. Quite apart then from the fact that
the Seymour drawings are sketches preparatory to oil paintings while the
Alkens are finished drawings which would generally be engraved, there is a
marked difference of atmosphere between the two artists which corresponds,
no doubt, to the very different attitude to hunting of the two periods in which
they lived. Seymour lived at the beginning of fox-hunting and at a time when
the hunting squire was only just emerging as a type, Alken at the apogee of
both when hunting was an important indicator of social status. Perhaps the
key picture or rather pair of pictures of this time is Alken's own Snob and
Super-Snob in which the relative social values of dare-devilry and acquaintPage I2

ance with the great are presented with an almost proustian irony. It is this
which is entirely lacking in the Seymour drawings done as they were before
the heroic age of the sport when hunting was just an exercise, a pastime and
a tradition. The difference is underlined, too, by the costume. Seymour's
huntsmen wear very simple dress almost utility, a minimum of cloth streamlined and not easily caught on passing trees and undergrowth in the covert.
By Alken's time they are wearing elaborate starched stocks, coats so tightfitting that they needed to be worn over stays, high top-hats that were, in
fact, over-blown crash helmets, and indeed every symbol of the refined
foppishness that added piquancy to the formalised savagery of their conduct.
HENRY ALKEN (1784—1851) was trained as a miniature painter and exhibited
miniatures at the R.A. as a young man. He specialised in hunting scenes, often
satiric, of which many were intended for engraving. Mr. Gilbey Ellis, in a catalogue
of the Exhibition of Messrs. Ellis and Smith of Alken's drawings, shows that this
work can be grouped into three periods, i.e. 1809—19 when there is little pencil
31 when the compositions were coloured drawings, the horses and
visible, 1819—
figures often more strongly rendered than the landscape as in the two in this collection, and after 1831 when he made drawings highly finished in all parts more or
less in imitation of oil paintings.
1

2

HUNTsMEN AND HQUNDs in a rolling landscape.
Watercolour; 7$ x 10$ in.
5.4/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed

Fox-HUNTING

—GQNE

AwAY, huntsman

it to Leeds 1952.

and hounds with the fox r.

Watercolour; 6$ x 10~> in.
5.5/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed

it to Leeds 1952.

WILLIAM BLAKE (1757—1827) studied at Par's drawing school and apprenticed

to the engraver Basire who set him to draw the Mediaeval tombs in Westminster
Abbey which he engraved for Gough's Sepulchral Monuments. He also studied at
the R.A. in 1778. He wrote, illustrated, printed and published many books beginning
with Songs of Innocence 1787—89. Of all British artists he is probably the most fully
covered in the literature.

3 JQB s SAGRIFIGE, Job front view in front of the altar with a pyramid of fire,
his wife kneeling l. and the three friends r., a cromlech in the distance l.
Watercolour; 8+r x 1 1$ in.

11.42/53.

Prov.: F. Tatham (Sotheby's 29 May 1862 lot 176, one of three); A. Anderdon
Weston; Mrs. Anderdon Weston (Christies 28 June 1904, lot 4); W. Graham
Robertson (Christies 22 July 1949, lot 19); Agnes and Norman Lupton who
bequeathed it to Leeds 1952.
Bibl.: A. G. B. Russell, 7he Engravings of William Blake, p. 112; W. G. Robertson,
The Blake Collection of W. Graham Robertson, No. 49 pl. 45. Ill. L.A.C. No. 23,
pl. 2.
page
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LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

OPEN DAILY 10.30 to

MARCH 22 to
APRIL 17

6.30;

SUNDAYS 2.30 to 5.0

BIRD PRINTS AND NATURE PHOTOGRAPHS

A collection of coloured prints of birds by Audubon and Gould
lent from the Sheffield Art Gallery; and photographs from the
collection made by the Nature Conservancy.

MAY 4 to

JUNE 2

MODERN FRENCH PRINTS

An exhibition comprising 135 colour lithographs,
aquatints by modern French painters.

Hungarian

Poetry Reading:

etchings

and

2nd May at 7.30 p.m.

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAY
OCTOBER to APRIL, 11.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m. or dusk
MAY to SEPTEMBER, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 10.30 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.

APRIL 13 to

MAY 12

An exhibition

of

ACQUISITIONS OF THE YEAR

the works

APRIL 13 to

MAY 12

of art acquired during the past year

TWO CENTURIES OF CHINTZ

Items lent from the V. & A. Museum collection.

MAY 25 to

JUNE 15

An Arts Council exhibition

JUNE 22 to
JULY 13

of works

MARTIN BLOCH
by Martin

Bloch.

IN G RES D RA WING S

An exhibition organized by the Arts Council of drawings lent from
the collection of the Montaubon Museum. (There will be an
admission fee of I/ —
).

Poetry Reading:

19th May at 7.30 p.m.

CONCERT

The Gervase de Peyer Trio will give a concert in the Long Gallery
on June 19th commencing at 7.30 p.m. Bookings at Barkers from
one month prior to the concert.
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SOME NOTABLE EVENTS IN YORKSHIRE GALLERIES
APRIL

Exhibitions
Contemporary Norwegian Prints
Gaudier-Brzeska Exhibition
Arts Council Recent Purchases
Six Young Painters 1957
Flower Paintings
Society of Aviation Artists
Royal Society of Portrait Painters
Pictures with an Impact
Art for Beauty's Sake
Society of Marine Artists 1956
The English Garden (Times Photographs)
Chinese Imperial Robes (V. & A.)
Contemporary British Art
Doncaster Camera Club
Huddersfield Photographic Society
Harrogate Photographic Society
German Furnishing Fabrics (V. & A.)
Modern French Lithographs
Hull Photographic Society
Modern Tableware and Textiles
Brighouse Art Circle Annual Exhibition
Audubon and Gould Bird Prints
Pictures by Henry Lamb, M.C., R.A.
Diirer and his Contemporaries (V. & A.)
Scarborough Art Society Exhibition
Children's Art from Harrogate schools
Italian Renaissance (V. & A.)
Edmond Kapp
Samplers (V. & A.)
Audubon and Gould Bird Prints
Some British Painting 1907—1957
Royal Institute of Painters in Watercolours
Burgundian Art Exhibition
Artists'nternational
Association
Twentieth-century
Sculpture (V. & A.)
Realist Pictures
Looking Forward
Hull Art Club Annual Exhibition
Works by the late Fred C. Jones
Arts of India (V. & A.)
Apprentices'ork
National Federation of Master Painters
Rotherham Society of Artists

—

—
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Keighley

York
Harrogate
Hull

Rotherham
Rotherham
Hull

Bridlington
Scarborough
Bridlington
Brighouse
Brighouse
Bradford

Doncaster

Huddersfield

Harrogate
Halifax

Sheffield
Hull

Wakefield
Brighouse
Keighley
Sheffield
Huddersfield
Scarbo rough

Harrogate
Halifax
Wakefield
Keighley

Doncaster
Brighouse
Sheffield

York

Scarborough

Sheffield
Huddersfield
Hull
Keighley

Brighouse
Halifax
Rotherham

1957
to Apri!7

April 27 to May 18
June 15 to June 29
June 29 to July 20
Apri!6 to May 4
May 11 to June 11
May 18 to June 15
May 21 to June 18
March 30 to April 27
June 20 to July 11
June 22 to July 6
March 23 to May 18
March 29 to June 16
to April 28
April 1 to April 13
April I to April 28
April 2 to April 21
April 6 to April 28
April 6 to May 5
April 8 to April 27
Apri!13 to May 11
April 20 to May 5
May
May 1 to May 23
May 1 to May 29
May 4 to June 11
May 4 to June 18
May 10 to June 2
May 11 to June 2
May 18 to June 23
May 25 to June 18

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

June
and July
I to June
I to July
2 to June
8 to June

26
29

30
29
8 to June 30
8 to July 27
22 to June 30
22 to July 27

The three other versions of this drawing are those in the Butts series of Inventions to the Book of job, the Linnell series and the Engraved series of which

ours corresponds to Number 18 inscribed 'And my servant Job shall pray for
you'. This drawing, like the Butts version, has Job facing out of the picture,
while the two later versions show him from the back. It is therefore probably
before the Linnell series, 1823, and has been dated 1818.

GEORGE CHINNERY (1774—1852) moved from London to Dublin in 1795; in
1802 he sailed to India, working mainly in the region of Madras where he stayed
until 1807. In 1825 he went to China where he stayed for the rest of his life.'
FIELD OvEN

AND

FIGUREs, with other

Pen and brown ink; 9< X74t in.

13.48/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman
5

Indian figure studies.

Lupton who bequeathed

a rope.
Pen and brown ink; 5$ X6$ in.
Inscr.: in brown ink, as issuing from the man's mouth. Hold
STUDY OF AN OLD MAN SEATED holding

13.49/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed

6

7

8

it to Leeds 1953.

STUDY OF AN ELEGANT YOUNG

MAN reclining

on there /

Mary.

it to Leeds 1953.

in the stern of a boat holding

the tiller.
Pen and brown ink; 5ss X7 in.
Inscr.: in brown ink as issuing from the man's mouth, Helmalee.

13.50/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds 1953.
Companion to the drawing above.
A BOAT SAILING on a river, another anchored, both of Chinese type.
Watercolour; 4J X8~s in.
5.37/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds 1952.
CATTLE ON THE SHORES OF A LAKE or broad river.
Watercolour;
3$ X 7-„'- in.
5.38/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds 1952.
The cattle are of eastern type.

CHARLES COLLINS (d. 1744). Very little is known about this artist except that
he published a series of plates of birds in 1741. His drawings are in a mixture of
watercolour and body-colour (gouache), with a rudimentary landscape setting in
watercolour.

9 TERN in immature plumage, diving with wings outspread.
Gouache; 15 X21>4 in.
Inscr.: in ink in lower r. corner, Char'. Collins Feet / 1737 and 0/—
13.54/53.
Prov.: Mr. L. G. Duke; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed
Leeds, 1953.
Exhib.: Arts Council Sept./Oct. 1951.
This seems to have been drawn from a stuffed bird.
Page
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A HUNTSMAN

ON A HORSE, No. 29

JAMES SEYMOllR

CorK standing on brown earth in profile facing l.
Gouache; 21~3 X 14ss in.
, (>
Inscr.: in ink in lower 1. corner, (1Iar. Collins I<'ecit / 173—
and in r. corner .5'17.
13.56/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to I,eeds, 1953.

10

BLAGK

11

Recto: GREv HEN walking
Verso: Study

to l. on grey earth.

of head and breast of same bird on larger scale.

Gouache; 21~I x14'; in.
Pen and brown ink.
Inscr.: in brown ink to the left of the bird, Cha. Collins. Feet. March 1741 and in
r. corner 16//56'.

13.55/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
This is the female of the Black Cock or grouse represented in No. 10.

12

PIGEDN, standing in profile facing l.
Gouache; 21 x 14~a in.
Inscr.: in lower 1. margin in ink Cha. Collins Feet. APril 1741.

3.1/53.

Prov.: Purchased Corporation Fund 1953.
This pigeon appears to be a Barb or Carrier.
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Ill. L.A.C. No. 21, p. 10.

back view on a rock.
Gouache; 21~ x 14s in.
3.2/53.
Prov.: Purchased Corporation Fund 1953.
The feathers of this bird have been clipped. Ill. I..A.C. No. 21, p. 10.
JOSHUA CRISTALL (1767—1843) was very poor in his early years and scraped
up a training in the art in the intervals of a hard life. Although never really prosperous he was President of the Old Water-Colour Society 1816—19 and 1821—31.
He exhibited many works with the Society.
14 A FAMILY GRQUP mother and three children seated in a landscape.
Watercolour; 8s7- X 7~s- in.
Inscr.: in lower 1. corner in ink
Cristall 1817.
29. 16/36.
Prov.: S. D. Kitson who bequeathed it to Leeds 1938.
15 A VILLAGE BY A RIvER with a church l.
Black and white chalk and grey wash; 6!, x10s in.
29.42/38.
Prov.: S. D. Kitson who bequeathed it to Leeds 1938.
Perhaps Bedgellart.
JOHN FLAXMAN (1755—1826). The son of John Flaxman, modeller and trader
in plaster casts, he learned his father's trade and joined the R.A. schools in 1770.
In 1775 he became a designer for the firm of Wedgwood. He went to Rome in 1787
and became after Canova the most famous sculptor of his age. He returned to
England in 1794. His engraved illustrations were extraordinarily influential, especially those to Homer and Dante. A.R.A. 1797; R.A. 1800.
13

VULTURE

j

16

STUDIEs oF GIRLISH FIGUREs, standing

and dancing in pairs.
Pen and brown ink; 4„' 7s in.
Inscr.: Verso: in brown ink, john Flaxman Esq.

13.105/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds 1953.
Executed on the verso of a wafered folder addressed to John Flaxman.
SAWREY GILPIN R.A. (1733—1807) Brother of the Rev. William Gilpin
(Calendar Vol. 8 No. 28), father of William Sawrey Gilpin first president of the
O.W.S., and a pupil of Samuel Scott. He was president of the Society of Artists
1774, A.R.A. 1795, R.A. 1797. He exhibited with both groups. He was mainly
an oil painter in which medium he added animals and figures to the works of landscape painters.
17 LIoN standing on rocky ground with a rock cliff behind.
Pen and ink with brown and grey wash; 9~ x 1 ls in.
Inscr.: in lower r. corner in ink S. Gilpin.
5.112/52.

Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds 1952.
ROBERT HILLS (1769—1844), secretary and founder member of the O.W.S.
Pupil of Gresse and the R.A. Schools. He made an enormous number of studies of
animals, mostly cattle, deer and sheep, of which ours are typical, and a number of
finished watercolours in which there is a development from his earlier work described by Mr. Williams as 'silvery'o the later hotly coloured and woolly style.
No. 22 is transitional. He executed a large number of etched studies of animals.
page
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18

AND HOUNDS, Vo.

HFNRY AI.KEN

I

STUDY QF Two TREFs.
Blacklead and brown wash.
1nscr.: in lower 1. corner in blacklcad Mr. 13idl's

;>.116i52.
Prov.: R M; John

19

20

21

22

Go>>iersall.

C~arle F.S.A. Christies 27/4/187; Agnes and Norman Lupton
who bequeathed it t(> Leeds 19.'>2.
'1 he Gomersall here mcnti<>ned is not that in Yorkshire but in Surrey.
STUDIEs QF A DQNKEY, fiT>nt and back view lying on the ground.
Blacklead; 10! x 7~ in.

797/27.
Prov.: J. R. Holliday who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1927.
HIOHI.AND CATTI.E on a mool.
Blacklead and brown wash; 10~ x 14'n.
798/27.
Prov.: J. R. Holliday who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1927.

I'mong bushes.
Blacklead and brown wash; 9-„I x 1 l~s in.
799/27.
Pro>i.: J. R. Holliday who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1927.
CATTLE oN A RQAD with flock of sheep under trees.
Watercolour; 11
16~ in.
SHEI

—,'
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STUDY FOR A PORTRAIT, No. 23 GEDRCE

RDMNEv

HERO AND LEANDER, No. 32

RICHARD WESTALL

Inscr.: in lower r. corner JYo. 4.
858/29.
Prov.: Purchased from the Harding Fund 1929.
GEORGE ROMNEY (1734—1802) was apprenticed to Edward Steele. He set up
practice on his own in 1751 and came to London in 1762. In 1773—5 he travelled to
Italy and on his return quickly made his name rivalling Reynolds as fashionable
portrait painter to the town. It is important to note that Romney generally finished
the whole portrait with his own hand unlike the majority of his contemporaries.
23 STUDY FOR A PORTRAIT.
Recto.: A lady in classical costume leaning against the base of a pyramid or

obelisk.
Pen and brown ink and wash; B~s X 12S in.
Verso: A lady standing roughly sketched in blacklead.
882/29.
Prov.: Purchased from the Harding Fund 1929.
JAMES SEYMOUR (1702—1752). Son of a banker and amateur artist, painted
mainly in oils. However, many quick drawings survive of which Nos. 24 —29 are
typical.
24 MoUNTED HUNTSMAN AND HOUNDS moving to the r.

25

26

27

28

29

Blacklead; 4 x6 in.
13.177/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Another drawing is faintly visible beneath the mount.
SKETGH, three huntsmen attempting to manage a restive horse. Above the body
of the horse is a rough preliminary study for it; a study for the head is in the
lower r. corner.
Blacklead and sepia wash; 5s7- x 7 in.
13.179/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
HUNTsMAN, mounted on a horse which is about to jump.
Pen and brown ink; 44 x 6< in. (irregular).
13.178/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Another drawing of a horse is visible in faint blacklead on recto.
HUNTsMAN

AND HQUNDs,

standing

still.

Blacklead; 5I x6$ in.
13.180/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
HUNTsMAN JUMPING A FENGE, other mounted figures r.
Pen and brown ink with faint yellow wash; 4< x5st in.
Inscr.: in brown ink in upper r. corner: look before /you leap.
13.181/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
A head and some strokes of the pen visible on verso under the mount. Hunting
scenes drawn to illustrate some proverb as this is were to become very popular.
A HUNTSMAN ON A HORSE galloping to r.
Blacklead; 6k x8~s in.
29.59/38.
Prov.: S. D. Kitson who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1938.
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SIR JAMES THORNHILL (1675—1734). Apprenticed

to Thomas Highmore. He
on the continent and on his return worked for Queen Anne at Hampton
Court, Greenwich and Windsor as well as St. Pauls and Greenwich Hospital.
Thornhill was a great advocate of the founding of a National Academy and started
one of his own in Covent Garden. He rivalled the foreign artists of his day, Ricci,
Verrio, Amigoni and others, and had the support of the Tory interest who gave him
commissions. He was the first native painter to be knighted for his work.
travelled

30

A TRIUMPHAL CAR drawn by a leopard with a male and a female figure seated,
accompanied by Silenus and a boy falling off a goat.
Pen, brown ink and wash; 7s x 8„'n.
Inser.: in lower r. corner in black lead Sir gas. Zhornhill

29.51/38.
Prov.: S. D. Kitson, who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1938.
The subject must be Bacchus and Ariadne of which Thornhill
versions in drawings and paintings.

did numerous

THOMAS UWINS (1782—1857). Trained as an engraver and at the R.A. schools;
Secretary of Old Water-Colour Society; A.R.A. 1833; R.A. 1838; Librarian of R.A.
1844—5 and Keeper of the National Gallery 1847 when he suffered in the first
great 'Cleaned Picture'candal which was, however, settled largely in favour of the
Gallery. Unlike most of this group of artists he had travelled in Italy, which is
surprising since it is largely devoted to figure drawing, an art which has always
acknowledged Italy master.
31 MARTHA HGPwooD seated in a landscape with a book on her lap.
Watercolour, unfinished; 8 x6„'n.
5.230/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

RICHARD WESTALL R.A. (1765—1836). Brother of William Westall A.R.A., the
landscape painter. Studied at the R.A. schools and himself gave lessons to Queen
Victoria before her accession to the throne. A.R.A. 1792, R.A. 1794. He worked
first as a Heraldic engraver

32

on silver but later mainly as an illustrator.

HERQ AND LEANDER. Hero standing in gauze draperies
on a couch. A vision of Venus above.

Water and body colour; 19' 15 in.
18.2/47.
Prov.: Swinton (Agnew 2.6.47); bought Corporation

embraced

by Leander

Fund 1947.

FRANCIS WHEATLEY (1747—1801). Studied at the Shipley Drawing School and
R.A. schools. A member of the Society of Artists, A.R.A. 1790, R.A. 1791. He
worked as much in oil as watercolour and practised for a while as a portrait painter
in Dublin, but he is most famous for the mezzotints
especially the well-known series 'Cries of London'793
especially of Greuze.

33

engraved from his work,
which show the influence

THE YQUNG MGTHER, a young woman holding a baby in her arms which looks
over her shoulder; a small boy reaches up to the baby.
Pen and brown ink with watercolour; 84 x5„'n.

13.254/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed

it to Leeds, 1953.
[Coneinned on Page
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Acquisitions

of the

Year

1956-1957

Unless otherwise indicated the following items will be displayed in the Picture
Gallery rooms at Temple Newsam from April 13th to May 12th, 1957. The
items marked with an asterisk are not displayed.

OIL PAINTINGS, GOUACHES, ETC.
CEcIL Cot.I.INs: ?he Wanderers (1953). Gouache; 19$ x24~ in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
FRANGIs COTEs attrib. to (1725—1770): Portrait of Miss F.. Fawkes. Oil on canvas;
30x25 in.
Given by Mrs. E. M. Sterne.
JOHN LINNELI. SENR. (1792—1882): Driving Home the Flock. Oil on canvas;
28 x39 in.
Given by Mrs. P. R. Garnett.
W. MooRE (1790—1851):Four Children of the Haigh Family. Gouache; 17 x 13$ in.
Bequeathed by the late Mrs. K. Haigh.
W. MooRE (1790—1851): 3ohn Haigh with wife and daughter. Gouache and pastel;
23$ x 18 in.
Bequeathed by the late Mrs. K. Haigh.
PATRIGK NAsMvTH (1787—1831): Cottage in a Lane with Peasant. Oil on board;
8ss x 1 ls in.
Given by A.
Elston, Esq.
AI.AN REvNoLns: Oasthouses. Oil on hardboard; 57 x37 in.
Given by the Contemporary Art Society.

J.

WATERCOLOURS,
8

9
10
11

12

13

PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

The Royal Family at 14 indsor. Line engraving in colour (fan
shaped); 8$ x 18< in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
F. BARTot.ozzI, after Angelica Kaufman: Paulus Aemelius. Stipple engraving in
colour; 10$ x14>s in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
CAZENAVE, after Boilly: L'Amour Couronne. Stipple and colour engraving;
21k x 17/ in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
CHARLEs WEsT COPE R.A. (181 1 —1890): Girl resting on Pillow. Chalk drawing;
14$ x13 in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
J. DtxoN after Reynolds: William, Duke of Leinster. Mezzotint; 18$ X 13s in.
Bequeathed by the late Mrs. K. Haigh.
MRs. CAMPIIEI.I. DoDosoN: ?he Octagon House. Watercolour drawing; 6$ x 9s in.
Given by Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Spooner.
ARTIsT UNKNowN:
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LA GRANDE DANSEUSE

Bronze: 28"

ADOL'STE RODrV

OASTHO

USES

Oil on hardboarde

57" x 37"

ALAN REYNOLDS

CLAUt>E Fi.ioHT: The Glaronese Alps. Watercolour;
14X19~ in.
Given by Miss Edith Lawrence.
*15 M. GAUOI after W. Moore: Portrait of a Lady. Lithograph; 12 X10 in.
Bequeathed by the late Mrs. K. Haigh.

14

16

JoHN
18-,'

HQUsTQN

15-,'n.

after

Bought Corporation

Zoffany:

Queen

Gharlotte.

Hand

coloured

mezzotint;

Fund.

WvNt>HAM LEwis: Portrait of Miss IIelena Povvelh Pencil; 15 x 11-,'n.
Given by Mrs. L. P. Kirk.
"18 P. A. MARTINI after Ramberg: The L'xhibition of the Royal Academy 1787.
Hand coloured line engraving; 124'94>- in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
in.
19 PHtL MAv (1864—1903): Street Scene. Watercolour;
Bought Corporation Fund.
20 PHii. MAv (1864—1903): Von Moltke. Pen sketch; 7s~x4 in.
Given by D. P. Whiteley, L'sq.
21 PISTIL MAY (1864—1903): Bismarck. Pen sketch; 8~ x 5 in.
Given by D. P. Whiteley, Esq.
22 Piiii. MAY (1864—1903): 7he Rival MePhistoPheles. 1 en and wash; 10~ x15„'n.
Given 1>y D. P. Whiteley, Esq.
PAUL: St. Anne's Cathedral, I.eeds 190(>'. Watcrcolour; 14„sx10„"in.
A.
23
Given by Mrs. P. R. Garnett.
24 PIERUY RoBERTs after Lemuel Abbott: Admiral I.ord Nelson and the Victory of
17 x 10! in.
the Exile. Line and stipple engraving;
Bought Corporation Fund.
+25 LEsTER SUTOLIFFE: 14 ooded LandscaPe. Chalk drawing; 21' 31,i in.
Given by Mr. and Miss Westcrman.
26 THQMAs SUTGLIFFE (1828—1871): Midsummer's I:'ve near Ripon.
Watercolour; 9 x13s in.
Given by Mrs. M. A. Christie.

17

9'10s

MRs. W. TAvi.oR (active c.1822): Portrait of a Baby.
Miniature on ivory; 4'„' 3„> in.
Bequeathed by the late Mrs. K. Haigh.
28 J. M. W. TURNER (1775—1851): A Lonely Dell, Wharfedale.
Watercolour; 11 x 15„" in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
27

POTTERY

29
~30

tug with memorial inscription to James Kirshaw. Painted creamware; height 9 in.
Given by F. A. Jordan, Esq.
Leeds Pottery

Set of three Cloisonne'ases. Height; one 26~ in. two 12„'n.
Given by Miss H. M. Hawkyard.
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SILVER

32

Tankard, early 19th century. Silver gilt; height 17$ in.
Given by Mrs. V. Penrose May.
(Great Hall)
Flagon, tankard shaped with flat lid and curved handle. London 1646.

Silver; height 10~s in.
Given by the National Art Collections Fund.

(Great Hall)

FURNITURE

33

Knife Box, mahogany, late 18th century; height 15 in.
Given by Lieut-Col. and Mrs. T. Hobbins.
*34 Three-tier Dumb-Waiter with circular trays, mahogany, height 43 in.
Given by Lieut.-Col. and Mrs. T. Hobbins.
35 Four fold Screen, painted leather, early 19th century; height 72 in. length 86 in.
Given by Lady Martin.
36 Sideboard, Sheraton style; height 37$ in., length 72 in., width 29<a in.
Given by Miss H. M. Hawkyard.
37 Lantern Clock, brass, 17th century. Maker: Edward Norris; height 15 in.
Given by Miss H. M. Hawkyard.
(Tudor Room)
*38 Minstrels'allery from Methley Hall. Oak, early 17th century.
Given by Lord Mexborough.
39 Brass Coif, 17th century; height 13$ in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
40 Set of six Window Stools, early 18th century, attributed to William Kent;
carved and gilt wood; 55 x21$ x19$ in. and 34 x20 x19 in.
Bought Corporation Fund.

41

42

SCULPTURE
H. HARvEY: Head of the late 7; Edmund Harvey. Bronze; height 9 in.
Given by members of the Harvey family.
AUGUsTE RoDtN (1841—1917): La Grande Danseuse. Bronze; height 28 in.
Bought Corporation Fund with the aid of a grant from the Victoria and
MARK

Albert Museum.

43

Statuary Group with three Boy figures, 18th century. Coade stone; height 51 in.

44

Statuary

45

46

Bought Corporation

(Terrace)
Coade stone; height 48 in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
(Terrace)
Set of three Vases decorated with Figures; stone; height 44 in. 18th century.
Bought Corporation Fund.
(Courtyard)
Pair of large Urn-shaped Vases with goat's head Handles, 18th century; stone;
height 54$ in.
Bought Corporation Fund.
(Courtyard)

*47 Pair of Man's

*48

Fund.

Group with two Boy figures,

18th century.

MISCELLANEOUS
Shoes, 18th century.

Given by K. Sanderson, Esq.
7wo Face Fans, lacquer.
Given by Lieut.-Col. and Mrs.

T. Hobbins.
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*49 Tu:o
50

*51
:>2

Christening Robes, 19th century.
Given by Mrs. Mary E. England.
Six-Foil Placque, Japanese. Papier-mache; diameter 30 in.
Given by Mrs. P. R. (Iarnett.
needle<< orl CounlerPane, I ersian. 116 X 76 in.
Given by Lieut.-Col. and Mrs. T. Hobbins.
C,'ar/)et, Ispahan. 21 ft. 7 in. x14 ft. 6 in.
Given f>y AIrs. P. R. ('arnett.

fContinuerl

.'l4

Iron> />age

oI1

'I'Ilr:. SIIEPIIERI>, standing
his nails.

Wat<rcolour;
Irvscr.s

9 ><6'„> in.

in lo>A«r 1. «»Incr

27.9 '4S.
',3,>

in a snowy landscape

I'.

Ifrheatley

a'<.ll.

f West

Stairs)

veith 'I dog and sheep, f>1<>wing

I800

Prov.: Ald. ('I lv«s who presented it to Leeds, 1943.
LAKE SoENE wl'I'll FERRY, figur<'s luld cattle in thc
mountains in backgrround.
Waterc<>lour; 12„'< 18e> in.
lnscr.: in 1<>>vcr 1. corner in ink I'. 11'. I788
589 '2;>.
Prov.: Pl»ch;Ised I'rom the Bilborough Bequest, 1925.
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